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IPF Fatboy II

Introducing the upgraded Fatboy Bulb Series
Seattle, September 17/ ARB 4x4 Accessories/ ARB is now carrying the most technologically advanced H4
bulb on the market that combines proven reliability with outstanding performance.
This bulb is an improvement to IPF’s existing Fatboy bulb by incorporating the latest in lighting technology
that results in a brighter, but more efficient low and high beam.
The Fatboy II Bulb uses an exotic high-pressure gas mix, coupled with a massive bulb envelope to create to
unrivalled brilliance. The unconventional bulb shape provides less loss of light from the filament. A stabilizer rod within the bulb extends the life of the filament even in the harshest of conditions.
There are two different color options available, Super Clear and Max White and both are available in pairs
or as a single unit.
The Super Clear bulbs perform at an optically equivalent level of a 195/150 watt bulb even though it has
a low beam draw of only 80 watts and high beam draw of 60 watts. The Max White bulbs trade a slightly
diminished output level for a higher temperature color that mimics that of many H.I.D. bulbs by utilizing a
blue tinted glass envelope. These bulbs share a similar draw and have an optically equivalent output of 185
watt low beam and 140 watt high beam.

DESCRIPTION
H4 Fatboy II Super Clear (Pair)
H4 Fatboy II Super Clear (Singles)
H4 Fatboy II Max White (Pair)
H4 Fatboy II Max White (Singles)
ARB H4 Headlight System Wire Loom Upgrade (Recommended)

PART NO.
4X41
4X41S
4X42
4X42S
M002

RETAIL
$82.97
$40.40
$101.83
$49.39
$109.26
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About ARB
ARB Corporation Limited is Australia’s largest and industry leading manufacturer and distributor of quality,
4WD vehicle accessories, with distribution in more than 100 countries worldwide.
The company manufactures and stocks the worlds most respected and sought after brands including ARB
Air Locker locking differentials and bumpers; Old Man Emu (OME) customized suspension systems, IPF
high performance lightning, and Safari snorkel systems. ARB’s Seattle office is the North, South & Central
American headquarters and importer of ARB 4x4 Accessories.
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